Bookings & Contact:
agent47band@gmail.com
07889179397
Who the frack are Agent 47?
Agent 47 (Spelling: 4GEN7) are a ve-piece rock / metal band from
Manchester, England. Formed in 2011 and still going strong. Two
time Bloodstock metal to the masses heat winners.
Mixing in uences from Grunge, Metal, Blues and Punk with our
own “Anything Goes” attitude our music is varied and dynamic. We
became a ve-piece in 2021 to incorporate a fuller sound with
more dynamic range.
We have played shows across the northwest and even so far as
Wales over the last decade and have released one EP and four
singles between
2018 and 2022.
The band also host a successful annual event in Manchester called
SummerSlammer.
AGENTS:
Rik Hunter - Vocals / Bass
Daniel Pass - Guitars
Mike Robson - Guitars
Mark Wheeler - Guitar, Vocals, Keys
A.J - Drums
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“A Rage Against The Machine /
Alice In Chains / Corrosion Of
Conformity in uenced sound that
got me jigging along and took me
back my formative years! They
were really tight and very bloody
good.” - Ever-Metal.com

Releases:
• Who’s That? (EP) - 2018
• Dissimulator (Single) - 2020
• Never Again (Single) - 2021
• Rise//Fall (Single) - 2021
• Su er (Single) - 2022
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Music Videos:

Press Snippets
“4GEN7 (agent 47) are another band well known locally. A
decent set with some good groovy songs and riffs, punctuated
with some good crowd interaction and a few wall of deaths. I
had a feeling that they might buck a notable trend of later
bands capturing” - Ghost Cult Mag the crowd vote and winning
it from the second slot. M2TM Burnley 2019.

“The party warms up nicely during opening act
Agent 47’s pulsating set. Songs such as Don’t
Waste Your Breath, Suffer and Oblivion are
groove-laden slabs of alt rock featuring elongated
distorted guitar licks alongside catchy rock riffs.
In places, the sound is reminiscent of Faith No
More in its willingness to incorporate
experimentation while maintaining a focus on
accessible memorable rock songs.” getintothis.co.uk on supporting Dei ed in St.
Helens.

“Manchester is buzzing with excitement and many new and local bands are
getting noticed due to this buzz. One such band is Agent 47 who have
released their self- nanced debut EP Who’s That? in April of this year to
local acclaim. Stating Deftones, Tool and Corrosion of Conformity as
in uences, the three tracks on the EP certainly realise the potential that
this band have. They share a love of pop-culture, movies, comics, music,
video games and technology which are very much explored in the music
(“One Bad Day” being based on Alan Moore’s The Killing Joke graphic
novel) from time to time. This is a band where anything is on the table”
stylistically.” - Moshville Times on the release of “Who’s That?”
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Agent 47 are proud to support and be played regularly on:

